
Ha ha ha!

How you can be a funny person
By J.D. CONSIDINE

Yes, you too can command
things well known to
entertainment greats: wealth,
renown, and big yuks! That's
right, the secret that made Bob
Hope what he is today can be
yours! Just imagine having the
trick that made rich and famous
such men as Milton Berle, Bill
Cosby, Henny Youngman, Lenny
Bruce...uh, well, in some cases it
works differently than in others.

With this basic course, anyone
can be funny. Gabe Kaplan was a
busboy before he took our
course, and look where he is
today! A star! On the other
hand, Adlai Stevenson never took
our course, and look where he is
now! Dead!
Keep this in mind, and get

your check in the mail, so you
can begin Lesson One!

Lesson One: How To Be
Funny

Tell lots of jokes.
Please remit $ 10.00, and

notify us as to when you imit
Lesson Two.

Dear Sirs:
Is this a joke, or what? I mean,

'Ireally! Are you trying to be
funny? Is that the Lesson? "Tell
lots of jokes." What is this?

Lesson Two had better be
good, or I'll think twice
aboutpaying another ten bucks.
You sure Gabe Kaplan started

out this way. or was it just
because he had curly hair?

Yours,
M. Eisenhower
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Lesson Two: How To Be
Funny

Develop timing. Even the best
jokes can fall flat if told at the
wrong time. Many a would-be
comedian has been rejected by
friends and society in general, for
such gaffes as telling necro jokes
at a loved one's funeral, or
moron jokes at the Republican
National Convention.

Again, we cannot but strels
the importance of having good
jokes. (See Lesson One). Do note
feel at a loss if you cannot write
your own material. Bob Hope
cannot write an intelligent fart
joke on his own, but he has at his
disposal an advantage few can
match. Money. And money can
buy great jokes. In fact, for a
mere $25.00, we will send you a
handy pamphlet containing some
of the funniest jokes of all time.

This ends Lesson Two.
Due to increased postage and

handling, please remit $12.50 for
Lesson Two. We also ask for a
$1.00 deposit on Lesson Three.

Dear Sirs,
You must think I'm the

dumbest jerk on earth. "Develop
Timing." Sure, that's simple. Just
like "Tell lots of jokes." What do
you think I am, stupid? I put
that damned clock in the
emollient for two hours, and the
only thing I developed was a
stopped clock. Either give more
explicit instructions, or find a
new chump.
By the way, how long does it

take to deliver the book?
Yours,

M Eisenhower

Lesson Three: How To Be
Funny!

Get booked into Vegas. The
best in the business get booked
into Vegas. You can make big
money there.
And when you do, remember:

we get 10%.
This ends Lesson Three, and

the course.
Again, due to increased costs,

we ask that you remit $15.00
plus $10.00 diploma fee.
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Dear Sirs,
That's it! Don't expect

another cent from me. "How to
be funny!" That's a laugh!

Your (and boy am I angry)
M. Eisenhower

Figure 2: An Evening at
Elaine's.
Blind Poet and black-belt

karate expert, Lt. Cardinal J.
Fulton Sheen was seen at Elain'e
last Thursday in the company of
a striking blonde masseuse, who
refused to be quiet. When asked
what he saw in her, he replied, "I
may be blind, but I'm not
stupid."

Novelist, confessor, gossip, and
veteran drag queen Truman
Capote (see photo, seated with
hat) said of the crew of NBC's
"Saturday Night," who were
busily being seen with Paul
Simon, "...and they're all made
out of ticky- tacky and they all
look quite the same."

Proprietress Elaine, who takes
an almost motherly regard for
her clientele, can be seen in the
background, preparing to hit
Capote with a large leather bag,
,filled with two-week old
rigatones from Mama. Leone's.

But as George Plimpton,
Novelist, Editor, and Professional
Hanger-One said, "Things just
aren't the same here anymore!
Would you believe that I'm the
best mind in the place?"

figure 1.

Figure 1: Tr ansmordal the infection can be localized,
Fracture of the Cervix, keeping it within the bounds of

According to the Fletcher - IME jurisdiction.

Henderson Theory of Transitive
Mytosis, this fracture. running as One should note Sir James
it does along the Protosordal Frazier's objection that the
Channel, is sufficient to cut off Dutch have an ancestral claim to
the Prussian access to Spanish the territory, but this should
Flanders. If Krausshaar moves in only be considered if the patient
time to mobilize his left flank, is a heavy drinker.

Excerpts from The Funniest
Jokes of All Time, M. Cohen, G.
Burns, M. Berle, K. Sokolow, eds.
Oxford High Press, London, Neb.
$25.00, plus postage.

Take My Wife, Please!
(cf. Jacob "Jerry" Chaucewitz,

at the Hotel Fountainebleu,
circa. 1329: "Getaken offe mie
Wiffe...Bitte!"; Morrie
Shakestein, Rainbow Room of
the Globe Theatre, circa 1597:
"Taketh my Wife, Please!"

I got a wife that dresses to kill,
and cooks the same!

(cf. Boswell 's Life of Johnson,
chapter 183, page 1157-9; "It
was Thursday of that week, and
Dr. Johnson was dining at
Maxwell's Coffee House, as was
his custom. During the course of
our conversation, he chanced to
talk of his wife, and her manner
of conduct. "My wife dresses
very sharply, and cooks quite
poorly as well!"

Unfortunately, Dr. Johnson's
wit was not an oddit; luckily, like
Tristram. Shandy, we all think it
will not last.)

My wife just had plastic
surgery; I cut up all of her credit
cards!
(cf. Kierkegaard, I Was A

Teenage Existentialist, anywhere
after page 180.)

I bet on a horse who was so
good, that it took eight other
horses to beat him!
(cf. Wordsworth, The

Choirboy and t e Uncouth
Monk:

And so was my money, like
roar of the cataract/In the lonely
ravin laid down? upon a wingless
pegasus,/So great of strength as
Prometheus in the act,/lt took
eight of his kind to bring up my
ruin.)

Man walks into a psychiatrist's
office. The -shrink says to him,
"So what's your problem?"
"Nobody wants to talk to me,
Doer' So the shrink says,
"Next!" .

(cf. Freud, The Interpretation
of Dreams, and How To Make
Yours Dirtier; something or
other, but it's in German and I
can't make it out.)

But seriously, Wks!
(cf. J.C. !Bach, Sinfonia in B

major,

figure 2.
"••
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Not for music lovers only
So you say you've always

wanted to go to a "cheng"
concert? Well here's your chance.
On Sunday, November 14
Professor Tsai-Ping Liang will
perform on the "cheng" at
Shriver Hall at 8:00 p.m. in a
concert jointly sponsored by the
International Student's
Association of JHU and The
International Club of The JHMI.
The "cheng" belongs to the

silk groupiof Chinese instruments.
It is similar to a zither. It was
invented in the Chin Dynasty
(221-206 B.C.), at the time of
the building of the Great Wall,
and therefore it is sometimes
called the "chin cheng."

Structurally, the cheng is an
Oblong wooden box with 16
strings stretched over 16 frets.
The earlier forms of the
instrument (during the Chin and
Han Dynasties) had 12 strings.
Originally the strings used were
silk but since the late Ming and

early Ching Dynasties (about
1 6 50) brass ones have been
utilized. The Chinese cheng is
tuned with pentatonic scales and
this program is the first ever
classified with the Chinese
modes. ,

Professor Tsai-Ping is the
world's foremost performer and
composer for the cheng. In
addition, he is a respected

teacher and musicologist. He has
written over 40 compositions for
the cheng and has authored th€
book, Music of Cheng, now in its
fifth printing.

Tickets for the concert are
$2.50 for adults and $1.50 for
students and are available at Ilk
Union Desk; the Office ot
Student Activities, Reed Hall at
the Hopkins Hospital, and at the
door.

Match the beer with the city
it's brewed in. Send in samples of
your local favorite brew to Box
1230, or swagger it on down to
the Gatehouse.
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CITY

New York
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
Denver
Rochester
Baltimore
Monterrey
Detroit
Newark
Olympia
St. Paul

NEED S60 OR MORE PER MONTH

PharmaKinetics Laboratories is conducting studies to compare
different brands of prescription medicines Safety and
effectiveness of these medicines have already been established.
If you are .19-30 years old, male and healthy, you may be
eligible to participate. Studies involve staying overnight in our
dorm- tory, taking a dose of medicine and the drawing of
several small blood samples by skilled technicians. Studies are
conducted under strict medical supervision. Participants are
paid $60-$500 depending upon the length of time involved. To
find out if you are eligible you must take a physical exam to
determine if you are healthy. We will pay you $10 for taking
the physical.

CALL: 366-2001

"
_

INTERVIEWS AT THE PLACEMENT BUREAU

The organizations listed below will be visiting Hopkins to

interview interested students during the coming weeks.

Interested students are urged to come to the Placement

Bureau, Room 135 Garland Hall to sign up for interviews.

Information about these organizations is available at the

Placement Bureau.

Graduate and Professional Schools:

Seniors and other interested students.

Univ. of Chicago, Grad. School of Business Mon., Nov. 15
Northeastern Univ., School of Law Tues., Nov. 16
Boston College Law School Tues.. Nov. 16
Dartmouth, Amos Tuck School of Bus. Admin. Tues., Nov. 23
Harvard Univ., Grad. School of Design Wed., Dec. I
Cornell Univ., Grad. Sch. of Bus. & Public Achnin.Thurs., Dec. 2
Columbia Univ., School of Law Thurs., Dec. 2

Business, Industry, Government:

Graduate Students in their last year of study.

Westvaco
Analytic Services
The Aerospace Corp.
U. S. Navy Recruiting
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Center for Naval Analyses

Tues., Nov. 16
Wed., Nov. 17
Tues.. Dec. 7
Wed., Dec. 8

Thurs.. Dec. 9
Fri., Dec. 10

Monday. Dec. 13
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ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPAi'7[ o)
CPA

REVIEW

•

BEER

Tecte
Buckhorn
Budweiser
Genesee

Rheingold
Strohs

National Bohemian
Coors

Hamm's
Schmidt's

Pabst
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SATURDAY--NOVEMBER 13

--9:00 to 1:30

FREE BEER

for

SOPHOMORES

Get HEADED On Us

AT THE RAT

sponsored by the sophomore class

r ri.:11:naii• al• rani.

CAREER SEMINARS

Interested in an Excellent Income!! Plus being your own

Boss... We have put together a Seminar that levels with

you about a career as a Northwestern Mutual agent.

For an invitation to attend this Seminar at HOLIDAY

INN NORTH, Loch Raven Blvd. and Joppa Rd. on

Tuesday, November 16th, at 8 p.m., contact:

Michael P. Goodrich, CLU, President

Michael P. Goodrich & Associates, Inc.

16 South Calvert Street

Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Telephone: 539-0084

OFFICE OF THE CHAPLAIN

Presents

THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE

A Panel Discussion On

THE ARTS IN BALTIMORE

with

KENNETH KAHN
Head of the Maryland Arts Council

PHOEBE STANTON
Professor of Art History, JHU

PETER CULMAN
Managerial Director of Center Stage

and

ELLIOT GALKIN
Professor of Music at Goucher College and

Johns Hopkins University

SUNDAY' NOVEMBER 14. 11:00 a.m.
LISTENING-VIEWING ROOM

COURSES BEGIN MAY 26 & NOV. 24

OUR ZuCCESSFuL STUDENTS ;,.EPPESENT

1/3 OF USA
LEVERING HALL
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Horse sense?

You won't find A.C. at the track
By MIKE DEAK

• Gambling is in the blood.
To the addict and amateur,

gambling is a symbolic game
done not so much for
materialistic profit but as a sense
of confirming one's relationship
with those forces of fate. In some
ways, gambling approaches the
Calvinistic slant on theology;
when you put money down, it is
a belief in pre-destination that a
particular horse will come in or a
certain team will beat the spread.
Gambling is a sense of macho

for people not able (or stupid
enough) to fulfill a death wish by
wrestling an alligator, or any
other feat of daring Hemingway
would have chuckled over. Those
who are not the true dilettantes
achieve their medioco-re status by
not fully realizing either one of
these concepts; they're so unsure
of their motivations and goals
naturally their performances are
uneven. The true gambler sees his
capital as a toy: I'd rather drop a
few bucks on the horses or
football cards than any jezebel
Suzy n who happens to come
along. 

In a world increasingly void of
ritual and symbolism, it is no
accident that gambling, once
again, is becoming pre-eminent in
our society.
"Say Boswell," I queried of

that happy wayfarer who doubles
as my erstwhile travelling and
bowling companion, "What's all
the hullabaloo and whoop-de-do
about this mule race, the
so-called International, at what
you primitive Matylanders so
quaintly call a race track, the
misnomer LAUREL that surely
merits no laurels save for the fact
It's just down the road from
where Arthur Browner struck his
Infamous pose for Madame
Trusseau's Rogue Gallery----"
"My dear young wise acre,"

began Boswell with that coy
smile, famous for its .acerbity
among the barmaids at the
Drones Club, "Your blood lines
are showing----"

"Spare me the em harassment
of concealing my superior
breeding," I retorted quickly,
`Instead, my good friend, give
me a summer at beautiful
Manhunt th Park where the

t !antic wet-kisses the Jersey
Shore. Ay, Monmouth Park,
where I can spend mornings
braising on the beach, watching
taw* young sea maidens stretch
their well-oiled limbs in grace/id
arcs towards the sun, and
evenings in quiet little bistros in
Asbury Park where the wine and

dining company are always of the
finest vintage. But, Boswell, the
afternoons are best of all, lolling
in the Monmouth clubhouse with
a Tom Collins and a sea breeze
cooling off the happy bettor-the
Trifecta lines are never long-yes,
Boswell, is it no wonder I call it
heaven on Earth? But to be
perfectly frank, I do need to see
how the other ninety per cent
lives, so why don't we don our
finest proletariat disguise, jump
in your audacious roadster, and*
take a quick jaunt to Laurel to
see this International circus."

Saturday was a perfect day for
the races, clear and crisp with
hardly a hint of wind to hinder a
late rally down the stretch. The
track was lightning fast (in
Racing Form jargon) but the turf
course was termed soft (and
visibly so) for the International.
Eight horses representing four
countries were entered in this
150 grand race with the French
duo of Youth and Ivanjica the
early line co-favorites.

Youth, the son of Ack-Ack
and Gazala II, is owned by Texan
Nelson Bunker Hunt, and trained
by Egyptian-born, French-based
Maurice Zilber, who has the
reputation of being the slyest,
shrewdest trainer in the world.
Earlier in the week, Zilber had
created doubt (perhaps to raise
the odds?) as to whether Youth
would be scratched because of a
cut in the heel of his right hind
foot. Nobody who knew
anything about Zilber was fooled
by this ruse, and Youth was the
slight favorite at post time.

Louisville Luke favored
Ivanjica, owned by Chanel
tycoon Jacques Wertheimer and
trained by Alec Head. Why he
favored Ivanjica was never
revealed as he gave me two bucks
for an exacta. "Listen," he said
with a touch Of remorse in his
voice, "the wife's giving me hell
about going to track. I gotta stay
home with her and the kids
today."

"This is a swamp, Boswell," I
bespoke for my safety, "When
you pay a dollar, you expect a
place within reasonable distance
of civilization."

"Steady, old bean," soothed
Boswell, "I was in Tunisia with
Monty during the Big One so I
know how to handle myself"

"Still, tm a bit leery of getting
out of the car," I whimpered as
any smart man would, "I can't
even see the grandstand."
"Don't worry," advised a

grinning Boswell, "I have a
compass and four days worth of

K-rations."
"What a keen and ready wit

you have," I cooed sarcastically,
"You are a regular Sultan of
Turkey."

For whom are the races raced?
You pay two bucks for the

privilege of mingling among the
working class bettors crowded on
the asphalt incline before the
grandstand. Mixed are the smells
of cheap cigars and french fries
into an atmosphere of faded
mackinaws and scroungy dollar
oils, gnarled, weathered faces
peering out from behind the
Form to see the odds change.
They don't seem to move, yet
they're always in motion giving
the illusion of movement in
unison.
The crowd is friendlier here

that at most tracks; everybody
seems to be in a happy, helpful
mood passing tips over your
shoulder. But the crowd is also a
quiet one, only coming alive
when the horses are approaching
the quarter pole, "Whip that
pony, Vinnie! For Chrissakes
whip 'em!"

It is for these people, not
those relaxing in luxury in the tOs*
clubhouse, that the races are
raced.
A joyful little cherub
materialized in front of Boswell
and stated in a cheery tone,
"Hare Krisna!"
"Hare Krishna to you too,"

replied Boswell* with a disdainful
gesture, "What do you think of
Miss Berta in the fifth----"
"Hare Krishna," addressed the

cherub to me, "You wish to
contribute to the Hare Krishna
Education Fund?"

"Sure, little lady," I boa.§ted,
dipping my hand into my pocket
for some change.
"And your friend?"
i"I most certainly think he

can afford to part with some of
his precious rubles," I answered.
."Won't you, Boswell?"

"I only have a twenty," lied
Boswell with a marachino cherry
red face.
"1 can make change,"

admitted the sweet young thing.
"But really I don't have any

money left--"
"Boswell," I chortled, "stop

the malarkey and surrender some
of the family jewels."
"You should've sat out the

double," said she, and left.
"Hare ; Krishna," Boswell

inquired, "Is he-running today?"
"Back to Godhead" is not the

title of- an Evelyn Waugh story
and A.C. Bhaktinedanta Swami
Prabhupada is not a character in

a P.G.
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Stalled Youth

Wodehouse novel, but
respectively, the magazine and
leader of the Hare Krishna
Movement in America. These
enlightening spiritual facts came
too late for I had just dropped
my last sheckles on a glue factory
reject, Chairperson, and no
matter how many times I intoned
the sacred phrases of Hare
Krishna, my last cents drowned
forever in the mutual pools. So, I
opened the issue of "Back to
Godhead" to discover any hot
tips the all mighty has to offer.
"Hey Bud," some old man said

to me, "What • you got there?
Some new-fangled tip sheet?"
"No," I replied, "I wish it

were----
Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna,

.Krishna, Krishna Hare Hare, Hare
Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama,
flare Hare.

• Gadflies
"Enough of the gadflies,"

ejaculated Boswell, "these people
are derelicts, the scum of the
earth, derelicts!"
"But Boswell," I began

sternly, "these people support

the racing business; these people
with their hard-earned dollars'
keep this sport alive. They are
the salt of the earth, we are no
better nor worse than these
people. But Boswell, you are
right; they are derelicts and next
year we'll be in the clubhouse
where we belong."

"Oh yeah, I guess just about
every jockey's wife is taller than
he is. It doesn't seem to bother
them." Sanford Hawley of
Missiauga, Ontario .

Youth \won -tile International
by 26 lengths. On My Wayjj
finished second with Ivanjica, a
distant third. The running time
for the mile and the half was
2 481/4, twenty-five seconds off
the •track record. There was a

tewart's inquiry and objection
against the Youth's jockey,
Sandy Hawley for alleged
interference at the head of the
stretch but both Were disallowed
after the stewards studied replays
of the race. And a high school
band played `Marsailles" in the
lading sunlight.

SHOW
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But what does it all mean?
Probably the most

misunderstood American film
last year was Robert Altman's
panoramic comedy, Nashville,
which the Student Council will
be showing this Friday and
Saturday evening. It will
undoubtedly do what any
worthwhile work of art, in my
opinion, should do: It will offend
some of you, delight some of
you, confuse a lot of you, and in
doing a little of each to almost
all, cause you to pause and
reflect on whatever it was, that
just bombarded you.

Why I love Robert Altman...
Robert Altman is not an easy

filmmaker, and likewise
Nashvillet, which without a doubt
marks the culmination of his
not-so-lengthy career, is not an
easy film; you'll be lucky to
catch anything resembling a plot.
Altman is trying to achieve
so:inething unique in
contemporary cinema; he's trying
to tell a story, yet more
specifically relate an emotion, by
discarding the standard literary
devices so that the audience is hit
with a series of carefully
constructed and even more
carefully juxtaposed
images-Altman has commented
that the film is more edited than
directed -which are played
against a soundtrack of
overlapping dialogue. The
relationship of one scene to
another often seems unclear; the
viewer must think hard to find a
continuity. The dialogue is only
partially comprehensible; the
listener must strain to find a
semblance of communication. It
doesn't make any sense, but you
try to make sense out of it
anyway. In short, it's real life.

What you've heard from your
friends and "The Nashville
Hype"
Paramount thinks that

Nashville bombed because, even
though it cost approximately two
million, it only grossed about
eight million. It was not another
111*A *S* H, Altman's only other
financial success, and there was
no shark with which the studio
could brandish the American
public in order to frighten it into
the theatres. Ironically, rave
reviews and an inappropriate
advertising campaign were
probably just what kept the film
from "taking off into the
stratosphere" as Pauline Kael
believed it would. Kael was the
first of the critics to burden the
film with unrestrained laud.
Reviewing it from a rough cut
weeks before it opened. Kael
readied the public for a
conglomerate of Gone with the
Wind, 77ie Sound of Music, and
Birth of a Nation. Many of her
colleagues rapidly began
searching their thesaureses for
adjectives that would convince us
that they were the first to
discover this "funniest epic
vision of America ever.- These
preliminary raves- probably hurt

the film more than the worst
notices could have, in that Joe
Moviegoer was ready for
something that a film as difficult
and different as Nashville could
never fulfill, something that
would allow him to escape into a
darkened movie theatre for two
hours and forty-nine minutes and
live) out his fantasies of the
perfect movie. Nashville was

never a film that should have
been thrust upon us; but in all of
its unpretentiousness, we should
have been allowed to discover it
for ourselves. Although the
majority of notices were
strikingly positive, particular
critics began to speak of "The
Nashville Hype." They believed
that the film was an

unimpressed. As for those who
were impressed, I can only say
that after repeated viewings I am
wholeheartedly of their opinion.
Regarding the others, I can
understand how one's great
expectations would be easily
soured by such an unexpected
movie. The country music lovers
had probably already decided to
dislike the film before they
viewed it. For them, my only
response is that I find it highly
unlikely that so many people
would expend so much of their
talent, time, and money by
making a movie whose sole intent
was to mock country music.
What Nashville is really about

and how you should view it.
The thing is...The thing that

textured fabric, "just remember
to add yourself as the
twenty-fifth character."
The movie and its memorable

moments, and what it will
probably be like remembering it
as the century turns.
To my mind, there has never

been a film more American than
Nashville. It is, however, not
really correct to consider the city
of Nashville as an allegory for
America. Perhaps an apter title
would have been Nashvillians
because the power of the film lies
not in how America acts but how
Americans act, and how you, as
an American (and the
twenty-fifth character), react to
the characters and, by doing so,
react to the film. The film tells us

Allen Garfield comforts Ronee Blakely after the first box office returns

incomprehensible trifle depicting
superficial people in soap opera
relationships, and that if any
sense could be made out of the
film it was that it was made as-a
bad joke against country music.
Furthermore, those so-called
sophisticated New York critics,
with their overblown reviews,
were only perpetuating the joke.
The promotion people only
worsened matters by trying
desparately to sell the movie to
the already-offended country
music crowd. Many of my
friends -, to my primary
incomprehension, • acted very
negatively toward the film. In
discussing the film with others. I
discovered many positive
feelings. In fact. I can almost
divide reactions of these people
into two categories: greatly
impressed and greatly

makes Nashville so difficult to
take is that...Nashville is about
whatever you believe it to be
about. That, more than anything
else, I believe was the sole intent
of Nashville. We always look for
the artist's underlying meaning.
always are quick to jot down
what the professor says, and are
always reluctant to ask ourselves
what it (the art) meant to us. In
his Playboy interview, Altman
stated that the one thing he
absolutely refuses to do is do the
filmgoer's thinking for him. So in
this aspect, Nashville is an
unresolved mystery with only
you and your wits to resolve it.
More than anything, I urge you
to go to Nashville with an open

mind and, to quote Joan
Tewksbury, the scenarist who
wove (more than wrote) the
screen play into such a richly

were in

more about what we do than
what we are or about what
loyalities we hold; its impact lies
in its action.

The superficial action deals
with these two dozen motley
characters who end up in
Nashville with their own
aspirations and delusions,
interact with one another over a
period of several days, and end
up at a campaign rally for Hal
Philips Walker at Nashville's
proudest monument, a plastic
replica of the Parthenon. Walker,
a Replacement Party candidate
for president, is heard through
the auspices of mass media
throughout the film. He is a
genial, yet slick southerner
whose voice booms from his
campaign truck promising "New
Roots- for America." Sound
vaguely like anyone we've electe •

President of the United States in

the last few weeks?
The following are a few of the

characters you'll meet and about

whom you'll probably end up

exclaiming, "My God, I know

these people!": 
Barbara Jean, tenderly played

by Ronnee Blakely, is the queen

of country music who is unable

to disassociate her public image
from her private self. In the scene

which won Blakely an AcademY

Award nomination, Barbara Jean

has a nervous breakdown before

her not-so-loving fans. Before

bleachers full of Middle

American faces, her hand reaches

for something yet finds onlY

empty space. She sings:
Jr hurts so bad, it gets me down,
down, down
I want to walk away from this

battleground
This hurtin' match, it ain't no

good
I'd give a lot to love you the way

fused to do
Wish I could
Tom Frank, the cocky, young

folk singer, in what is probablY

the .film's most masterful scene.

sings a love song to "someone

special in the audience." Four

different women believe the

lyrics are meant only for them.

Ironically, the song is directed

especially to each of them. just as

almost every song that we hear is

directed especially to each of us.

Tom sings:
It :s not my way to take your

'hand if I'm not sure
It's not no' way to let you see

what's going on inside of me
When it's a love you won't he
needing you're not free

Lin nea Reese is the most

MoVed by the song and hence is

persuaded into Tom's. bed. Lily'

Tomlin, in her film debut.

establishes a natural empathy

with the audience that most

veteran actresses rarely achieve.

These are just three of the

twenty-five characters that

Altman blends together toward
the media-motivated. climatic

and confusing ending.
If you do decide to see

Nashville, which I obviously

highly recommend. I urge you

not to miss the opening in which

the film realizes itself as part of

the McLuhanesque media that so

savagely affects us all, to listen to

the lyrics (even if you detest

country music) because they just
might be saying more than theY
appear to be saying, to .notice'
how Altman manipulates

"automobiles" and "flowers",

and to sit back and allow his

voyeuristic, telephoto lens "to

make you see to see" (to

paraphrase D.W. Griffith).
Even if you don't like

Nashrikvllg,hs'ar 
become 
ecolthetilite 

more
thought thatit n

meaningful as the years pass and

in about a quarter of a centurY,

you might be able to see some

things in it, things about

yourself, that you couldn't see

today. 

--Keno. Rider
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•• Selections :••••
• The Student Council Selections Committee will be holding selections
• for the tAlowing positions, beginning Tues. Nov. 16. Sign up for
• interviews at the S.C. Office in Levering Hall at 6:30 pm Tues.

•
•
• SPRING FAIR CHAIRPERSON:
• This position inrolres the general direction of the Spring Fair, for
5 1977. through 'he Chairmanship of the Spring Fair Committee.

ORIENTATION CHAIRPERSON:
This po.sition inrolues the direction of the Orientation for Freshman
entering Hopkins in Sept. 1977.

COMMUNITY RELATIONS COMMITTEE:
8 Undergraduates

This committee is interested in facilitating greater cooperation
between the Student Body and Baltimore neighborhoods,
particularly in Greater Homewood.
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HEALTH SERVICES COMMITTEE: •

5 Undergraduates •
of this committee is to help set policy for the Brown •

•
•
•
•
•

• If you can not come to sign up for interviews at 6:30 pm, please call
• the S.C. Office at 338-8204. •

• •
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Film SERiES
pRoudly PRESENTS
RObERT ALTMAN'S *

ILANdmARk FILM
1_ *
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SHRIVER

SATURdAy

LV ROOM *

7:30 & 10:30 t*s
*

IN TWO WEEKS: *

ONE FLEW OVER *
THE CUCKOO'S NEST
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13 8:00 P.M.

SHRIVER HALL, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
CHARLES AND 34TH STREETS

ADULTS $400 STUDENTS $2.00 WITH UNIVERSITY DI

CHILDREN $1 50 116 AND UNDER, ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT)

TICKET LOCATIONS JHMI OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, REED HALL
LEVERING HALL, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
AND AT THE DOOR
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cheating
Within the past two weeks, last year's ghost of the Honor

Code has lurked around this campus and the country. Up in
West Point, cadets have decided to take more responsibility
for their class conduct, mainly by eliminating office review
boards.
AT Hopkins, that line you used to sign on the back of blue

books would only bring a date with the local boys on the
Honor Commission. They were never the roughest fellas in
town, either, rarely knockin' dolmn any student a notch or
two. These days, no boards or signatures bind a person to an
honor code.
The Army troops figure their self-reorganization should

put the clamp on the mass cheating scandals that breed the
My Lai mentality. It's tougher to figure what the dishonest
Hopkins student goes on to do to society-- we doubt that the
pre-med reforms once the admission slip arrives.

With sixty or so freshmen getting the early lead in their
Biology class stakes race last Friday, it seems students now
come to Hopkins all set for the no - holds - barred contest
ahead. People hustle books into llibrary carrels and xerox
copies of homework as if the Guidebook had laid it down as
a degree requirement.

If the future military can face up to their shadiness, at the
least students here can work out a new system before faculty
or the administration imposes one.

letters to the editor

To the Editor:
It was with a mixture of

dismay and ironic pleasure that I
read the recent article and
supportive editorial concerning
the so-called Baltimore Two. I do
not pretend to have firsthand
knowledge of the incident,andso
cannot contest the facts as
presented except to mite that, in
however offhand a fashion, the
News-Letter admitted that • its
account of the incident was
drawn from the point of view of
the accused.

Yet, I would like to address
the topic of violence: not the
imputed violence of alleged
police actions, but the more
subtle and pernicious violence of
the printed word. You cavalierly
associate community
involvement with support of du
accused. What of the Baltimor(
Police? Are they banished forn
the community because they
seek to preserve it? At the least.
are they not entitled to a
suspension of judgement pending
adjudication of the matter--a
suspension of judgement granted
by their spokesman Mr. Hill to
the defendants? And what of the
Hopkins Student Council. in

their public support for the
defendants? Are they not
usurping the right of each of us
to decide for ourselves on the
matter, by using the name of this
university in support of the
defendants?

Your editorial ends with the
ominous warning that there are
too many incidents these days.
And so there are. Yet, an astute
observer must realize that the
individuals who ,often, garner
support by claiming to speak for
the community are in fact
foreign to it. Those who propose
to speak for American workers
are in fact Syndicalists, who
would use their right of free
speech to make us all unFree.

There are incidents now. If
those attempting to destroy the
American system have their way
with us, there will be no more
incidents, no more court tests of
free speech, no more police
brutality. There will be no
courts, no speech, and nothing
will be adjudged brutal. There
may be a community: it will not
embrace us but that it will
strangle us.

Can an education be justified?
By MARK'.IIERTSGAARD
What is the purpose of an

undergraduate education?
Often, people's answers to this

question can be separated into
two general cateogires. One
viewpoint is that an education
should prepare people
(personally, culturally,
intellectually) for "the
magnificent possibilities of life."
High on the priorities list of such
an education are the attainment
of such virtues as a love of
learning for its own sake, the
fostering of attitudes (discipline,
intellectual curiosity and
tolerance, and objectivity) and
the development of a critical
perspective of the world and
one's relation to it. A recipient of
such an education is generally
expected to be somewhat
acquainted with a broad range of
knowledge, including smatterings
of literature and politics of
ancient hisotry along with an
acquaintance with science, math
and foreign languages. In the
context of undergraduate
learning, a student who has -
pursued this liberal arts
education is believed tobe better
prepared not only for life in
general, but also for a more
intelligent selection of a future
occupation.

Although there are problems
with this approach to learning, it
is a vision that appeals to many,
if not most, members of an
academic environment such as
Johns Hopkins. If only we could
put it into practice! But as all
good, career-oriented people
know, the overwhelming
majority of those studnets who
do try this path of enlightenment
usually get only as far as the
unemployment office after
graduation. Consequently, there
are increasing numbers who
believe that an undergraduate
education should, first and
foremost, be the ticket to a
decent job. While at first glance it
is possible to criticize these
people as throaty, materialist
automatons who would sell their
loved ones for admission to

medical school, such an attack is
unfair and superficial and shows
an unfortunate misunderstanding
of the complexity of the
problem.
Before lambasting the

pre-professional education ethic,
one must make some attempt to
understand why it has become so
prevalent. One important factor
has been the belief that getting
an education, especially a college
one, offers the best hope of
climbing the socio-economic
ladder. You remember the ads
from a few years ago--"to get a
good job, get a good education "
Until recently, the promise of a
good job following a good
education was usually fulfilled in
America. Everything seemed to
be running smoothly, if we can
set aside the fact that many
Americans, especailly the poor
and minorities, did and still do
not enjoy access to a good
education.

But in the 1970's, as things
tighten up economically, jobs are
becoming harder and harder to
find after graduation. These
economic and employment
worries have been responsible, to
a large extent, for the change in
tone seen on many campuses in
recent years. Examples of this
change abound. Increased
competition for jobs and
acceptances to graduate and
professional schools has naturally
led to increased competition for
grades among undergraduates.
The ramifications of increased
competition include spiraling
grade inflation, more and more
cases of cheating, greater
specialization in course selection,
and a general turning inward by
students.

While all of the afflictions
mentioned above are certainly
important, the most disturbing
effect of the "back to the
books--go for tile job'
consciousness is the malaise of
complacency that pervades
undergraduate education. We
don't care anymore. Students
don't get involved in
non-academic affairs because

they are too busy studying to get
into graduate school. There is
little questioning of what is read
or heard in lectures. It is just so
much easier (and safer) merely to
digest the material and spew it
back out in the papers and
exams.

Perhaps most regrettable, few
•students truly come to grips with
the meaning of their educations.
This is by no means entirely the
fault of studnets. Colleges could
and should do a better job of
helping students with this matter.
-Students do question, but

usually only to a certain point.
For example, many of us
complain about the competition,
the pressure, and the
meaninglessness of learning by
rote what we will soon forget. We
talk about changing majors, or
even schools, or of taking a•year
off. But we usually fail to
confront the primary issue: what
is the purpose of an education?
What can and should we expect
to gain from our undergraduate
years? More specifically, can
those goals be achieved at Johns
Hopkins? Can they be achieved
at Johns Hopkins? Call they be

. achieved without a university
education? In what respects can a
college education be justified for
its own sake?

Forums
These are difficult questions.

But if students are to begin to
understand their role within the
university and society and the
relation of their educations to
their lives and future plans, these
and other questions must be
asked. In an effort to facilitate
such discussion, the Student
Council is sponsoring -a series of
forums entitled "The Goals of an
.undergraduate education." The
first presentation will take place
this Monday night, November
1 5 , at 7 p.m. ill the
Listening-Viewing Room of the
Student Union. Faculty
participants are Professors
Stanton, Pfeffer, McClain, and
Pond. Refreshments will follow.
All members of the Hopkins
community are invited.
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Thom Gunn: Classical allegory, LSD trips and the Dead

By MICHEL STEVEN KRUG
British-American poet Thom

Gunn read to a receptive
audience of about 150 persons in
the Listening/Viewing Room of
Levering Hall Wednesday
evening.

Casually dressed in a yellow
and black Mexican vest, blue
work shirt and blue jeans, Gunn
read for approximately one hour,
displaying a dramatically
controlled and probing poetic
Style.

Born in Kent, England and
educated at Cambridge, Gunn
began writing in his college days
and soon established himself
among the new wave, or
"Movement" poets of Britain,
Which included Philip Larkin,
John Wain and Kingsley Amis.
These poets generally attempted
to speak with a neutral social
tone, with a clarity and economy
of language. They mistrusted the
high flung romanticism of the
day that searched for a direction
in the wake of W.B. Yeats, W.H.
Auden and Stephen Spendor.

In fact, I noticed this penchant
for imitation when I visited
London in 1975 and attended a
group reading of local poets
involved in a writing cooperative
called the London Poetry
Society. Six poets of various ages
read, sounding strangely like
Yeats, Dylan Thomas, Thomas
Hardy and even the Scottish poet
Robert Burns.

But Gunn, who has published
six hooks to date with a seventh
Just released, has a unique voice:
he moves quite comfortably
between 'traditional,' metrical
verse and forms, to a controlled
form of free verse, from
exantinations of classical
allegories to LSD trips listening
to The Grateful Dead in San
Francisco.

Gunn came to America on a
Stanford University fellowship in
1955. In his early books, "The
Sense of Movement" (1957) and
"My Sad Sea Captains" (1961),
Gunn examined the cold
expansion of industrial society
with harsh portraits of character
produced by the times. With
candor and clarity he looks at his

heros. In "On the Move," Gunn
depicts. a group of California
motorcyclists whose towns:
Are home for neither bird nor
holiness,
For birds and saints complete
their purposes.
Ai worse, one is in motion; and
at best,
Reaching no absolute, in which
to rest,
One is always nearer by not
keeping still.
One readily notices the

discovery the poet makes of a
freewheeling world in the well
modulated lines of iambic
pentameter. These early poems
make widespread use of terza
rima, in Memoriam„ and Venus
and Adonis stanza forms, while
maintaining an exceptional
conversational quality.
The poet now writes both free

verse and strictly formulated
poems. "I continue to use both
forms when they seem
appropriate," he said. "Ten years
ago I was writing all free verse
poems, but now I find myself
returning to strict metrics,
occasionally."

I Problem

On the same subject, Gunn
•said in an interview a few years
back, ``My principle
problem—and it is probably that
of most of my contemporaries—is
that I need to find a kind of
poetry which will combine the
virtues (in tone and subject

matter as well as rhythm) of free
verse with those of metrical
verse."

It would appear that Gunn's
happy medium is syllabic verse
.:ornbined with half rhyme,
which he began to employ in
— My Sad Captains" and
continues to use today (along
with free verse) very effectively.

Beginning with works from his
older books Wednesday night
Gunn read "The Goddess." The
poem deals with the Roman
fertility Goddess Proserpina and
the tensions in World War 11
England amid a nastoral setting.

As he did with many of his
poems, Gunn gave a short
introduction to explain the
source of the poem. This one was
a reflection on his childhood in
Hamstead Heath (the abodes of
Shakespeare and D.H. Lawrence),
where he met the uneasy feeling
of British soldiers touring
everywhere, looking for women,
"Their skirts tight around the
ass." The poem is typical in its
combination of mythological,
idyllic, and modern subject
matter.

1Parallet
These kind of poems derive

their success by making
contemporary conclusions about
contemporary matters, with
parallel images of the past. This
seems to be Gunn's theme and
gift.
Gunn says he tries to

emphasize personal experience
even when including classical
imagery. At the same time,
however, he doesn't want to
lapse into confessionalism, he
said.

While being detached, Gunn
attempts to "live experience
through its detail."
Another poem, "Three,"

exemplifies his use of dramatic

detail. In his prologue to the
poem, about a husband, wife,
and three year old child who are
nude sunbathing on a San
Francisco beach, he said, "I
wanted to preserve it almost as if
it were a snapshot." He said he
fought with numerous drafts of
the poem before he was satisfied
with it. "If you want to write
about something bad enough,
you'll find it eventually."
"Three" is an excellent poem

not because it sticks to the scene
in the eyepiece; rather, because it
renders the most significant item.
in the poet's eye: a burly man, an
aging woman whose tan lines
suggest the necessity for civilized
humanity to wear clothing, and
the innocent young boy, whose
body is golden tanned
throughout.

If there are echos of Blake in
"Three," Gunn recognizes the
similarity between Blake's "The
Garden of Love," and a new
poem of Gunn's that discusses an
adolescent's step into manhood.
The youth fights for domination
of his father. "Lowering his
horns," the youth castrates his
father (beware Zeus!).
Many of Gunn's newer poems

from an unpublished collection
called "Hide and Seek" are very
humorous and continue to
explore the California
countryside and way of life. In
these poems, the poet is
especially 'American,' if there
was ever any doubt.

_ Nationality
Asked about his national

status, he said irritably, "The
question's irrelevant. I grew up in
England but I've lived in San
Francisco for the last 20 years."
Gunn's poetry is now closer to
Robert Duncan, Gary Snyder and
Charles Bukowski, than the days
of 'Cambridge and the

"Movement" poets of Britain.
Two particularly funny pdems

are "Adultery" and "Yoko." The
former creates a situation where
both husband and wife are
fooling around (though neither
knows about the other) and the
vain interior revelations the
couple make about their
relationship. The latter is a
persona in the first person. The
poet takes the role of a dog,
waiting for his master, rejoicing
on his return, then reveling in his
unending urinations on a walk on
the beach.
"Adultery" is certainly a coy

poem, but its subject matter
seemed a bit tired and the poet
tried too hard to enter a situation
from which he is actually
detached (it is an experience of a
friend, he said). "Yoko," on the
.other hand, marvelously enters
the canine mind, in canine terms
of believable observation.
He still /possess the energy of a

young man. For example, he
explores the "Rolling Stone"
culture. In "The Outdoor
Concert," Gunn tries to unlock
"the secret at the edge of
understanding" while taking in a
concert in San Francisco. He
surveys the crowd, who listen to
music and enjoy various opiates.
For them, "A god exists only in
its creation." This poem is
another of Gunn's looks into a
brusk reality, sociological and
poetic. One feels that with his
balance of the intellect and
emotion, the contemporary and
historical, and technical
versatility, -Gunn will continue
making discoveries.
Gunn was brought to Hopkins

by Writing Seminars professor
Tony Tanner, also from Britain.
Gunn will continue his reading
tour with stops in Georgia and
New England.
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HOPKINS CRAFTSPEOPLE:

COME SHOW YOUR WARES

ARTS& CRAFTS SHOW SALE
Dec. 2& 3, 1976

10am to 5pm in the Glass Pavilion

No judging, registration fee or sales percentage
for theUnion. All works must be original.
Participants are encouraged to exhibit both days

and, if possible, demonstrate how pieces are
made.

The Hopkins Union will provide tables and chairs. i
Any member of the Hopkins community interested,
in participating contact:

Pat Mooney, Dean of Students Office - 338-8208.

Beatles Night

Returns to the Rathskellar I

Saturday Night!

THE BLUE
MEANIES

Live Beatles Band!

$.35

INTERSESSION ACTIVITIES I
Jan. 3-Jan. 21, 1977 I

Students, faculty , staff

Anyone interested in I
teaching an informal,
non-credit activity

contact Pat Mooney I
in the

Dean of Students office. I

338-8208
.811x. -411111111110- .41111111110- -4111! -4111111110- -41111111110- .011111131w. 411111110-
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ATTENTION PRE-MEDS: AED is
sponsoring a medical school interview
ride board. If you need transportation
to an interview or would like to share
your transportation expenses, consult
the Ride Board, on the second floor
of Mergenthaler Hall.

Application and all supporting
materials for a DAA,D Fellnwship.
are due in Dean Suskind's office not
later than Monday, Dec. 15.

Celebrate V-R Day, Nov. 2, 1976,

the liberation of North America by

the Democratic Party. Join the Young
Democrats at their next meeting on
Mon. Nov. 15, at 7:00 p.m. in Conf.

Room A in the Union.

Palantir, the literary magazine of

Hopsfa needs your help. We're sinking
fast! Our fourth meeting will be held
Thursday, Nov. 18 in Seminar
Rooml, D-level MSE. All welcome.

The Jewish Students Association is

sponsoring religious services on Friday

night at 6:30. Traditional services are

held in the Kosher Dining Hall;
Innovative services are in Gilman 44.

After services we will all get together
for an Oneg Shabbat. Saturday
Afternoon services will be held in the

KDH at 4:30.

There are a number of unclaimed
dogs living in and around the
freshman quad. Anyone wishing to

adopt one please notify Gerald Spada

at Box 2055 or see me at Sylvester

House, Room 305.

Peabody at Hopkins: Cello

Ensemble performed by the students

of Mihaly Virizlay. Garrett Room,

MSE Library at 12 noon. Free.

d ins o C

your cheatin' notes
%t P

Dance at Goucher College
sponsored by Baldwin House. Friday,
Nov. 12 in Mary Fisher dining hall.
Admission $1.00, college i.d. required;
9 p.m.-1 a.m.

On Saturday night, Nov. 13, from 9
a.m.-1 a.m., in the Great Hall in
Levering, Sigma Nu will sponsor a
Thanksgiving Benefit Party, for the
purpose of raising 'funds for the
financing of at least five turkey
dinners for needy families in the
Hampden area (just west of campus).
There will be an initial donation of 50
cents at the door, but Michelob will

be sold at cost, at 30 cents a bottle
Music, by Full-Tilt-Boogie, will span
the 50's to the present.

The Fine Arts Committee invites

you to an afternoon of music for

French horn and piano played by two

alumni of Peabody. Selections from

Mozart's works will be included. The

concert will begin at 2:30 p.m. on

Nov. 21 in the Gairett Room of the

Eisenhower Library. Admission is
free.

The first BIA gymnastics meet Nov.

20. Mens and womens events—floor

e unevens, beam, p-bars, horse and

high bar. Three events maximum,

open participation, no trophy points

this year. Entry deadline is Nov. 18 at

5 p.m. in the gym office .Details

posted by the cage or contact Anne

Simon. Box 974.

steppemmoit
"In his heart he was not a man, but a wolf

of the steppes. The world-famous

story of a man's struggle toward liberation."

Fri., Now a Movie

Sat. & Sun. (Nov.12,13, &

8 & 10:30 P.M. 14)
Langesdale Auditorium

University of Baltimore
Maryland Ave. & Oliver St.

.50 general public and $1.25 students with I4.

for more information call 455-2162

II The Hesse Phenomenon I
Presented by the Mid Atlantic Regional Media Center at the University of

Maryland Baltimore County Funded by the National Endowment for the Arts.
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Historical Simulations will meet
this Saturday, Nov. 13 at 10:00 a.m.
in Md. 214. Featured will be a Sea
Power scenario.

Information concerning the
Outward Bound program can be
obtained from the Office of the
Chaplain.

Le Cercle Francais aura sa derniere
reunion du semestre, le mercredi 17
novembre a la suite de la projection
du film d'Alain Resnais: L'Annee
derniere a Marianbad. La seance aura
lieu a 20h 30 dans la Donovan Room
(Gilman 110) et la reunion au
Rathskellar. Entree gratuite.

A Weekend in New York City, will
be sponsored by the JHMI Office of
Student Activities on Sat., Dec. 4-5.
Bus leaves Reed Hall 8 a.m. Dec. 4
and will leave New York City 2 p.m.
Dec. 5. Roundtrip fare is $20 per
person. Low cost hotel

accommodations available but
optional. Additional information will
be made available through the Student
Activities Office in Reed Hall,
955-3363. Reservations must be made
by Friday, Nov. 19.

ft
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Anyone interested in trying out for

the varsity wrestling team contact

coach Craig Stevens in the gym office.

The team also needs managers either

male or female.

A small watch was found on the
roadway between the faculty club and
the White House. If you think it may
belong to you, please contact Melissa
in the Serials Dept. of the MSE
Library at 338-8333.

Any undergraduates interested in
visiting their high schools as
representatives of Johns Hopkins
during Thanksgiving vacation or other
trips home are invited to an
organizational meeting held by the
Undergraduate Admissions Office.
The gathering will be held on Wed.
night, Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in Remsen
1. There will be a general discussion of
the program, its purposes and
procedures, and suggestions for
planning high school visits. Packets of
necessary. materials will be distributed.
Any interested students who are
unable to attend should stop by the
Admissions Office in Garland 140, or
call 338-8171 and leave their names
with Lee Kelly. This should be done
by Nov. 17.

Mfrs

tiniversilm Sandwich Shoppe and Deli

All Lump Crab Cakes
Genuine Kosher Corned Beef

Delicious Roast Beef
Virginia Baked Ham
Various Cold Cuts

Cheese (Swiss, Provolone, Muenster)
Kosher Hot Dogs

Catering
Party Trays (special order)

Pizza
Home Made Dessert (Cheese Cake)

Ice Cream
Select Grocery Items

Plants

RESTAURANT & CARRY OUT

Phones 467-6262
M - Fri: 930 - 700
Sat: 9:30 - 2:00
aosed Sundays

FREE SODA WITH THIS Al) AND

PURCHASE OF $1.00

,tt*
!JAZZ
B ND L4-1

Utevicresrry PARKWAY
AT WT. PAUL

WNW. UNIVERSITY ONE AFTS.

THE EF FECI UPON THE AUDIENCE IS DEVASTATING

DIRECT FROM NEW ORLEANS
Presented by The Johns Hopkins University Office of Special Events
Fri., Nov. 19, 1976 - 8:30 PM. - Shriver Hall, Homwood Campus
Tickets $4.50 - Full-time Students with ID; $5.50- Regular
Avl.: J.H.U. - Union Desk. The Union ar Special Events.
Johns Hopkins University, Balto, 2x1 Md. 21218

Enclose self addressed stamped envelope with check.

There will be a meeting for those

interested in being on the VVJHU
Music Staff on Sunday, Nov. 14 at
7:30 p.m. in the WJHU Business

Office. We will be discussing a

proposal for a record auditioning
system and setting up procedures for

auditioning both old and new albums.
If unable to attend, please contact

Charlie Hamilton or Jud French.

The History of Ideas Club will

sponsor a lecture by John Higharn,

The John Martin Vincent Professor of

History at The Johns Hopkins

University, entitled "The Rise of

Specialization in American Academic

Culture". The lecture will be

presented in the Donovan Room,
Gilman 110, at 4:15 p.m., on Friday,
Nov. 19.

The American Goethe Society,

Maryland Chapter, proudly presents

its second speaker of the Fall Season,

Professor Gloria Flaherty, Ph.D.

graduate of The Johns Hopkins

University, presently chairperson of

the Department of Modern Languages,

Bryn Mawr College. She will speak on

"Opera, Euripides, and Wieland" on.

Friday, Nov. 19 at 8:00 p.m. in the

Garrett Room of the MSE Library.

Open to the public. No charge. For

further information please contact Dr.

Richard J. Allen, Director, Division of

Arts and Sciences, the JHU Evening

College and President, Goethe

Society, at 338-7190.

classifieds
SPANISH by experienced native

teachers - All levels, all ages.
366-2056.

EUROPE — ISRAEL — AFRICA
ASIA — SOUTH AMERICA Trave

P'
iscounts year round. Student A.
ravel Agency, Inc. 4228 Firs

Avenue. Tucker, Ga. (404) 934-666

Used & Rare, Old & Out-of-print'

OHN GACH BOOKSHoP I
BALTIMORE'S LARGn71

USED BOOKSTORE I
I32/Greenmount Avenue I

4614344 1
PASSPORT & ORAD SCHOOL I

APPLICATION PHOTOS I
(John Gath Bookshop) I

3322 Greenmount Ave.
Mon., Thurs., & Sat. 5-6 pm I

467-8759

lova

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16

per hour while on

vacation or on weekend."

$ 
J 

plus 540 postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie

W. Palm Beach, FL 33401

tThe Morgan Press, 1976

THROW AWAY

THAT CARBON PAPER'

We'll do your copying

for you.

SPLIT—SECOND PRINTING

fast service::in today-out today

theses term papers

resumes news-letters

programs postcards

467-8500 single copy-$.10

50 copies-$1.84

100 cop ies-$3.25

ABB1T
COPY CENTER

711 West 40th Street / The %tun&
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
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Director tells 'em 

Recruiting won't change: Scotty
By DAVID KRAUS

Last in a series
(Be it UCLA, Ohio State or
Johns Hopkins, the lifeline for a
successful inter-collegiate athletic
program is recruiting. A coach's
ability to attract the finest high
school athletes to attend his
institution will enable him to
build and maintain a winning
tradition.

Is the present method of
recruiting at Hopkins adequate?
What is the future of recruiting
(and athletics) at Hopkins? Must
changes be made in the recruiting
program to maintain the athletic
program and if so, what would
these changes be?
To answer these and other

questions, athletic director Bob
Scott was interviewed.)

Last year, JHU athletic teams,
enjoyed a remarkable amount of
success.
Four squads (soccer, men's

fencing, men's and women's
swimming) captured MAC
divisional titles and did very well
in subsequent NCAA tournament
Play. Two other teams (lacrosse
and baseball) also participated in
NCAA post-season action, while

a seventh squad (basketball)
gained a berth, in the MAC
championship tournament.

Athletic director Bob Scott
feels that that record points to
the success of the present
recruiting methods at Hopkins.
"For our level of

intercollegiate competition, our
recruiting program is fine," he
said recently. "I think it (the
athletic program at JHU) is a
healthy situation and the credit
goes to the coaches-that means
they're encouraging good student
athletes to come to Hopkins."

Being an NCAA Division III
school in most sports, Hopkins is
not allowed to give out athletic
scholarships. However, according
to Scott, this isn't as big a factor
as many people believe it to be.
"By and large, we're

competing with the Ivy league
schools for the scholar athletes,"
the fourth-year athletic director
commented.
He went on to explain that the

Ivies don't give out that many
athletic scholarships, so in the
long run, "money won't make
that much difference.',

Under NCAA rules, a school

may compete in Division I
competition in one sport (other
than football or basketball) and
still maintain Division III status
in other sports.

Scholarships

Hopkins, therefore, competes
in Division I lacrosse and
therefore would be allowed to
give athletic scholarships to high
school stickmen. However, the
University has chosen not to

• follow this practice. Can Hopkins
continue to be a lacrosse power
in the face of the "free rides"
offered by other institutions'?

"We'll remain competitive,
Scott emphasized. "We may have
lost some players , but that's
part of the price we pay for not
giving athletic scholarships."
What about football? The

previous few years have seen
declining numbers and 'success
for the Blue Jay gridders.
"Our football's going to be

alright," the athletic director
claimed. "Not as many lacrosse
players are playing football and
you can no longer count on these
players. We have to go out and
recruit football players."

Stickwomen wind up year 2-4-2
The Blue Jay women's field

hockey team finished up its
seaso n last weekend by
Participating in the Baltimore
College Tournament held at
Goucher College.
, Flaying eight games, the Lady
JaYs amassed a record of 2-4-2,
Placing them sixth in a field of
nine teams.
The Baltimore College

Tournament brings together
women's field hockey teams
fre'm the metropolitan in a
r,"11d-robin style of competition.
m last year's area play, JHU had
flnisbed eighth, so their effort
!h is year showed some
lin Pro vein en t
h Hopkins began the tournament
°Y playing to scoreless ties with
Frostburg State and Western
Maryland. The Lady Jays then
'vent on to record their initial
victory with a 2-0 decision over
Mount St. Mary's College.

After this, Hopkins ran into
bad luck and close losses. The
Jays dropped a streak of three
consecutive contests by the
identical score of 1-0, losing to
Essex Community College,
Loyola and Towson State. In the
next game, host Goucher pinned
the final defeat of the
tournament on JHU, downing
the Lady Jays 2-0 in a hard
fought battle.
Hopkins, however, finished

their competition on an upbeat.
The Jays recorded their second
victory in their last contest as
they defeated a team from the
Harford County Community
College by a count of 2-0.

As a result of this tournament
each year, a Baltimore area
College team is selected to play
in the Southeast College
tournament held in South
Carolina. Players are invited to
try out for this team on the basis

of their performance during the
competition.

Four members of the Hopkins
squad were invited to these
try-outs. They were goalie Coco
Lackey, defenseman Cindy Reese
and forwards Audry Zettick and
Marty Gates. No Lady Jay had
ever been selected for this team,
bin this jinx was not to continue.
Lackey was selected as the
alternate goalie and will be
travelling to South Carolina with
the team this weekend.

Hopkins' performance in the
tournament reflects the Lady
Jays' season on the whole.
Although their record was not an
impressive one, there was
considerable improvement in all
phases of the game. With many
of the players who spent much of
this year learning the finer points
of the sport returning next year,
the outlook for the future of
Blue Jay field hockey is bright.
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.uncle Bob
Scott also pointed out that.

this year's football squad is
composed primarily of freshmen
and sophomores. Another year or
two of good recruiting in this
area and the good fortunes of
Hopkins football should return.

Doing Well
According to Scott, no

changes in the
recruiting methods
forthcoming in the near future.
'We can be very, very

competitive in our conference,'
the athletic director concluded:
"We are one of the prestige
schools in te /MAC and we've
done very well."

Hopkins
should be

0 0 0

X X
(•°;,J)x

X
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Cross country third
After finishing the regular

season with a just average record
of 7-6, the Blue Jay cross
country team travelled to
Philadelphia last Saturday to
participate in the MAC
championship meet.

Their performance at the
Championship was anything but
just average, however, as the
Hopkins harriers finished third in
a field of 21 teams-the best
finish ever for a JHU squad

Leading this Jay surge were
Bill Campbell and Jim Kennedy.
Theseltwo runners have been the
team's best competitors
throughout the season and their
excellence was apparent in this
final meet. In a field of several
hundred runners, they finished
lift li and ninth, respectively,
overall and were honored for
their efforts by being named
All-conference runners.
Other point scorers for

'Hopkins were Bob Alworth
29th place overall), Bob

iFreamon (33 rd ) and Tim
,Whitcomb (52nd).

!Besides the third place finish,
the results of the meet were
gratifying to the JHU runners in
other ways. IAmong the teams
that they finish ed.ahead of at, the
championship • Were. Lebanon:
Valley, Ha ver fo.rd and

Swarthmore-- all teams that the
Jays lost to in competition
during the regular season.

Hopkins coach Randy Cockey
was ecstatic over his team's
outstanding performance.
"Every man reached his peak

at that time," the coach
commented. "To me, that third
place finish pulled the season out
of the average category and put it
into the exceptional category:-

Any MAC opponent who feels
that this was a once-in-a-lifetime
result and that JHU can be
disregarded next year will be
sadly mistaken. The entire Blue
Jay squad will be returning next
year-none will graduate- with
greater expectations than ever
before.

SPORTS
SHORTS
The Blue Jay football team

closes out its home season
tomorrow afternoon against the
Red Devils of Dickinson College.
Game time on Homewood Field
is 1:30 p.m.

In the championship game of
the BIA football league, the

• .Packers defeated D11-:7,0„ The
:".garne's only foiRiluiO-w*n' was
scored late in the first half on a
pass from Packer OR Joe
Arminio to receive:. Mike
Massarelli.
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